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Introduction
--

The conference had tiro objectives. The first was 40
assemble as broad a range of people as possible to think
through the many directions future research might take
and to produce from These possibilities an ordered set
of guidelines for the benefit of researchers and sponsors
of research. The second was to so frame the guidelines
that those responsible for formulating television pol-
icies government agencies, the broadcasting and ad-
vertising industries, educational institutions, and
citizen groupsmight be aided by social science re-
search. This publication is both a report on the con-
ference' and a statement-of the recommendations made
by the eighty-five participants.

The'conference was organized by the Ford Founda-
tion and reflected. increasing concern among many
public and private groups about the role of television
in the lives of the younga role so powerful that some
believe television's significance in children's lives now
approaches that of the traditional educational agents,
parents arid schools. The Ford Foundation had _been_
interested' in the potential of television since 1951,
when it began making grants to increase the educa-
tional possibilities of the medium. Like many others,
huweVer, it concentrated early effOrts on the improved
use of television and gave little attention to understand-
ing its effects. Not until the-1970s did the Foundation
its Communications and Public Education offices
recognize the need to bring understanding to parity
with activity. In 1974 it began considering support for
new research on the subject.

Also in 1974, the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation 3

I believe teleN,isiun is going to be the test of the Modern
world. Alki that in this new opportunity to see beyond
thL range Lour c shall disco4er either a new
and unbcarabledisturbance of the generaLpeace or a
sa%ing_tadiance in the sky E B. White, 1938* .

Tele% ision was jut a magic box when El B. White first
saw it in 1936. Yet to him. and to many others its
potential to change people's lives was stunning. Social
observers were not long in noting the especially
powerful attraction of television for children, and by
the mid-fifties television and children had become the
subject of large-scale research. Still, the momentum
of this revolutionary invention outpaced the study of
its impact in society. Now, almost forty years later,
it is even harder to unravel the myriad effects of tele
vision. And television refuses to stand still so that re-
search can catch up; new variations:such as cable and
pay television, home videotape recorders, and video-
discs will make it even more difficult for those who
continue to try to assess the role of the now pentsive
magic box.

,tk
As a step toward thoughtful use of past research

experience to guide future study and action, three foun-
dationsthe Ford Foundation, the National Science
E.candation, and the John and Mary R. Markle Foun-
dationco-sponsored a conference at Reston, Virginia,

.in November '1975 to propose priorities for new re-
search on television and children.

'E. B. White. "One Man's Meat," Harpers Magazine 177 (1938) :
553.
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sponsored a thorough evaluation of the current state of
scientific knowledge about the influence of television
on human behav ior, directed by George Comstock at
the Rand Corporation. Three volumes of that series
appeared in June 1975.0= report, Television and Hu-
man Behavior: The Research Hori:on, Future and Pres-
ent,* surveyed current trends and priorities in tele-
vision research within the social science c,ommunity.
The effects of television on children was by far the
most extensive area of past research and also led the
list of priorities for future research.

This study signaled several lessons of the past as
guides for the future:

The pnonties of the social science community
heretofore were closely linked to the expressed interests
of fu.9cling agenciese.g.. Congressional alarm about
television violence resulted in extensive research on
that subject.

Several aspects of the role of television in the liv es
of young people have been extensively studied and sig-
nificant conclusions can be drawn from this research.
However, these conclusions may be ignored or poorly
understood by those responsible for formulating
policies.

No systematic approach has been taken to study
television's effects on.childrens development over time.
Although existing ad hoc support has been beneficial in
allowing creative people to pursue fresh ideas and
theories, the resulting research has not been integrated
into a coherent theory.

No communication or coordination exists among
the institutions supporting research in this area; thus
there is no connective mechanism to ensure that pro-
jects_ do _not duplicate similar studies_going on else,
where.

These lessons, combined with the fact that the report
reflected only the inclinations and interests of The re-
search community. suggested a need for broader partici-

,
:George Comstock and Georg Lindsey, Television and Human
Behavior The Research Horizon, Future and Present, R -1748-

CF. Santa Monica, Calif.. The Rand Corporation, 1975.

ita
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pation in setting an agenda for future research The
appearance of the Conistock report not only affected
the Ford Foundation's explorations along similar lines
but also coincided with a discernible increase in interest
in the subject at other foundations and in government.
\\ therefore proposed using the report as a point of
departure for planning a new research agenda with
contributions from a wide spectrum of interested
parties.

With cooperation from the National ScienciFounda-
tion, which also was considering a new program of
res arch on television and social behavior, and the
Jo njAnd Mary R. Markle Foundation, which special-
iz in communications issues, we designed a working
conference to include both leading social scientists in
the field and others concerned about the role of tele-
vision in children's development.

Unlike many conferences at which participants are
mere auditors, this one demanded active involvement
by all present. It began with an evening session 'ad-
dressed by officials of three federal agencies occupied
with television and the young. After two background
reviews, the next day was devoted to five concurrent
workshops, each with about fifteen participants care-
fully chosen to represent pertihent viewpoints. Each
workshop had an assigned focus and delivered its
conclusions at a plenary session on Ate third day.

This report presents a summary of remarks by the
opening night's speakers, the background statements by
George Comstock and Lloyd Morrisett, an overview
of the workshop recommendations, and the individual
reorkshop reports. A table summarizing workshop
commendations appears on page 16. Participant's and

t6eir affiliations are shown on page 36.
We. were gratified by so much concentrated work

by so many but we wish to acknowledge with special
thanks the invaluable help from George Comstock and
workshop leaders 'Henry Goldberg, Gerald Lesser,
Keith Mielke, Eli Rubinstein, and Alberta Siegel.

Kristin Anderson.
Nancy Dennis



Opening Sessions

Ha+ing LorriL of ogc in th, industrial Luunries. tetc-
1:iun -has lost its rnagiL pov,,r of mimiLr:.. \ OW, .
IL IL lion 1, LritiLizLd frum all sidLs Teloision is

yriude rL4:ionsibic for LNLi- malfunLtiuning of mod-

ern syLict In shurt. it has bcoorriL thL neN+ sLapLguat

. A. v.e nut nok ..simpl burning v.hat halve

adoretoo long?"

Opening the conference, Fred W. Friendly, the Ford
,Foundation's Ach isur on Commpnications, used this
quote to emphasize that the meeting had,been called
neither to bury nor to praise television, but to try to
understand it-specifically its impact on children. The
statistics tell us that our children are spending more
than half of their waking hour& before a television set.
Yet we are still seeking an understanding of the exact
influence of su much television viewing, and indeed
we are uncert in about how to come to grips with it,"
But more an
science abou
television's ii
to set new

potential -use;

those prioritj

more people want answers from social
the complicated questions surrounding

fluence. "The time seems right," he, said,
riorities for research un the medium, and
,s of research should have .a say in setting
es, for that reason, we have called to-

gether this group of experts. Is jt possible for you to
establish some degree of consensus about which ideas

111/ work and w hii,h will make some difference?" In
calling for general agreement about research priorities,

John C. Texier Review of 1 elevision Authority and Money by
Jacques Thibau. INDIA on Censorship 3 (1974). 84.

he pointed to the problem funding agencies face in
dividing dollars among many good ideas and projects
in an area of such magnitude and importance. "We in
the foundation worldhave got to make a lot of deci-
sions about what research we will fund. . .. We hope
this meeting will start a dialogue about what research
is important, what is pertinent, what is do:able."

Speaking- for the major federal agency funding
scientific research, Dr. Richard C. Atkinson. Deputy
Director, the National Science Foundation, described
the recent reorganization of the NSF, which has given
increased prominence to the social and behavioral
sciences. This new commitment, he said, was made
more difficult by the increasing demands on the limited
funds available for all categories of research. Neverthe-
less, as part of its commitment to the social and be-
havioral sciences, he announced that NSF planhed a
new program to support research on television and
behavior. "I believe that we're at a pOint in the develop-
ment of the field where. with a pr6per degree of fund-
ing, long-term support, and bosh basic and applied
work, a bigiificant contribution could be made by the
scientific community."

The, relationship between research and federal policy
was the theme of the two other principal speakers at
the opening. dinner, Lewis A. Engman, then Chairman
of the Federal Trade Commission, stated the dilemmas
faced by the FTC in attempting to protect against ad-
vertising potentially harmful and deceptive to young
persons. Regulatory action, he said, was difficult be-
cause there was almost no time when there were not 5
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some children in the telex siun audience. He said that
research could assist the agency by identify ing aspects
of commercials that are -harmful" or "deceptive" and
by determining the impact of various regulatory alter -
nativ es.

Richard E. Niv tley. Chairman of the Federal Com-
munications Commission, described his agency's role
in the adoption by the broadcasting industry early in
1975 of the "family sewing" period during w hich
violent and sexual content is restricted. He observed
that this development had its roots in the Surgeon
General's study of television and violence in 1970-72.

hich supported the by puthesis that telev ision y iulenee
increases young people s aggressiveness. That study led

./ Congress to demand FCC action. The agency, in accord
vy ith statutory restrictions on its powers. asked the in-

. dustry to consider self-regulatory action. He empha-
sized that the 'family v iev,ing" reform was adopted

voluntarily without any threat of government regula-
tion. He concluded that the experience had convinced'
him that research on the social effects of television can
influence both government and the industry.

Both Engrnan and Wiley argued that research should
not focus exclusively,on questions bearing directly on
regulatory options. There are too many important
issuls, they agrehi, on which greater knowledge would
be desirable but which, for various reasons, are not
suitable for regulatory action.

Two keynote addresses the next morning outlined
background factors that the workshops -ought to con-
sider in recommending priorities. George Comstock
reviewed the research history' that preceded the con-
ference. Lloyd Morrisett, President of the Markle
Foundation, delineated the conflicting interests at
make the setting of research priorities a necessity.

Setting the Stage for a Research Agendp
George Comstock

The Rand Corporation

NA,r e are here to formulate guidelines fur future research
on the role of television -in the lives of young persons.
Six relevant factors form the background to our task.
They are:

First. the historical evolution of such research to
date.

Seeond, the research priorities currently held with-
. ill the scientific eommunity.

Third. the pattern of prior support for such research.
fourth, the many signs of high interest in the topic.
Fifth, the eonfliets between a science- oriented ap-

proach to research and one which is intended to guide
decision-making and social innovation.

Sixth. new options for the organization and con-
duct of such research.

Historical Evolution Three singular events stand out
in the development of research on television and children.

. .-
The first was the report in a leading scientific journal

in 1963 of tv,u laboratory experiments. "Imitation of
e, Film-Mediated Aggressive Models," by Bandura, Russ,

I

7

and Ross* and "Effects of Film Violence on In bitions

Against Subsequent Aggression," by Bprko itz and
Rawlings. t Certainly a complete history of t levision
research would give a prominent place tote large-
scale studies of Schramm, Lyle, and Parker in the
United States and of Himmelweit and her colleagues
in England."' I single out the two smaller studies, how-
ever, because when they were published the prevailing
view in the social science community was that tele-
vision had few effects on the young. These two studies
marked a shift in thinking toward the current belief

*A. Bandura, D. Ross. and S. A. Ross. "Imitation of Film-Med-
iated Aggressive,Models." Journal of Abnormal and Social Psy-
chology, 1963.66,3-U.

ft. Berkowitz and E. Rawlings. "Effects of Film Violence on In-
"ibitions Against Subsequent Aggression." Journal of Abnormal
and Social Psychology, 1963, 66, 405-412.

*W.,Schramm, J. Lyle, and E. B. Parker. Television in the Lives of
Our Children. Stanford, Calif.. Stanford University Press, 1961;
and H. T. Himmelweit, A. N. Oppenheim, and P. Vince. Tele-
vision and the Child. London. Oxfurd University Press, 1958.



that there is a wide range of possibly important rela-
tionshipl between television view ing and the young.

The second singular event .u-as- thi"Surgeon Gen-
eral's study" of televised violence. It began in 1969,
included about 25 individual research projects, and
cost some SI million. The research, findings, along
with evidence from earlier research, mere reviewed by
a special twelv e-member scientific advisory committee.
The final output consisted of five volumes containing
sixty separate papers and reports by social scientists,
plus a 169-page committee report.*

The most important conclusion of the committee,
hose membership included several broadcasting, in-

dustry representatives, was. that there was et idence
of a causal relationship between exposure to television
violence and aggressiveness. However, the Surgeon
General's study also had several other, equally impor-
tant. outcomes." #

First, it directed the attention of the scientific com-
munity to tiew issues, because it probed the cause-and-
effect question as thoroughly as methodology would
permit. Ft9ithermore, the positive inference drawn by

'the committee dramatized the possibility that there
might be other relationships betweeh television and
children worthy of investigation. As a result scientific
attention was redirectedto:

New topics, such as television's actual and poten-
tial contribution to other kinds of behavior, e.g., coop-
eration, help, and leadership.

Psychological and social processes behind effects.

SG. A. Comstock and E. A. Rubinstein (Eds.) . Television and
Social Behavior. l ul. 1 Ifediu Content and Control. J. P. Mur-
ray, E. A. Rubinstein. and G A. Comstock (Eds.1, Television
and Social Behavior. Vol. 2. Televisiori and Social Learning;
G. A. Comstock and E. A. Rubinstein (Eds.). Television and
Social Behavior. Vol. 3. Television and Adolescent Aggressive-
ness: E. A. Rubinstein, G. A. Comstock, and J. P. Murray (Eds.) .
Television and SuLial Behavior. l u1.4. Television in Day-to-Day
Life. Patterns of L se, G. A. Comstock, E. A. Rubinstein, and
J. P Murray (Eds.). Telei.ision slid Social Behavior. Vol. 5.
Television's Effects. further Explorations. Washington, LD C.:
Government Printing Office, 1972.

Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Com-mittee on Television
and Social Behavior. Television and Growing Up; The Impact of
Televised Violence. Report to the Surgeon General, United States
Public Health Service. Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1972.
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Circumstances and conditions that might mitigate
undesired effects or enhance desired effects.

Second, prior to the Surgeon General's study, about
fifty experiments had demonstratedWithin the con-.
fines of the laboratorythat young persons who viewed
something the investigators labeled "violent" on ,film
or'telev ision were more likely to respond:mmediately
thereafter in a manner the investigators called "aggres-
sive." About twenty of these-experiments showed that
young children would imitate such observed violence.
About Thirty showed that non - imitative aggressive-
ness of children and adolescents increased after observ-
ing such v iolence. The results of the studies. all of

hich employed the laboratory experiment, the most
rigorous and most recommended method available for"
causal inference, were published in scientific journals
and were well receiyed by social scientists.

Others, however, doubted that in this area the lab-
orators experiment could produce results generalizable
to real life. The credibility of the method was not per-
suasive beyond the social science community. What
the Surgeon General's study undertook to provide, and
what the positive inference of the committee turned
upon, was the corroborating evidence from experi-
ments in real-life settings and filim surveys that mea-
sured real-life viewing and 'real-life aggressiveness.

Thus, a major legacy of the Surgeon General's pro-
gram is the striking demonstration that under some
circumstances a single method, however powerful in
certain .respects, is inadequate. In this case,ethe in-
adequacy is not attributable to any flaw of, the labora-
tory experiment but rather to the fact that no single
methodological genre is free from plausible criticism
when it comes to drawing inferences about real-life
cause and effect. The legacy might be put in the form
of a proposition: the greater the degree of vested in-
terest or 'controversy, the less credible the findings
produced by.a single method and the greater the need
to employ a multiplicity of different methods.

The third singular event in recent television rese-arch
history was the appearance of Children's Television
Workshop in 1968. From the perspective of this con-
ference, CTW's major relevance is not its demonstra-

',tion that high-quality children's entertainment is pos-
sible, but that research can play a role in developing
such programming. Like the. Surgeon General's study, 7
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CT \ has widened the range of television-related in-
terests among social scientists, turning attention toward:

Research to design better pr6grams for young per-
sons.

. Research to identify how television may contribute
positively to young people's lives.

PriormLs ithin the Social Science Community The
research priorities currently held by soda' scientists,
reflect tiles,: thre,: el, entst In Television and Human

.,...:_

Behavior. The Research Horizon. Future and Pr'esent.
I report that the highest priority, among all possible
topics for the study of television and human behavior,
is the study of television in the socialization of young
persons. 1'y 'thin this broad rubric, there is strong in-
terest in television's role in contributing to:

Socially desirable, or "prosocial," behavior
Role socialization, or the learning of expectations

about the behavior of others and appropriate responses
Political socialization
Antisocial behavior

Before the Surgeon General's study, the last would
have been first by a wide margin. ,,,

Despite the concern expressed by many outside the
soLial science community about television advertising,
only limited interest was found in scientific research
on the e Teets di such advertising on young persons.

ere h been very little support for such research,
and social scientists are not accustomed to thinking of
it a's a possible area for study.Many disdain research
involv ing advertising, thinking it useful only for corn-

..meiLial purpose.? and therefore unworthy of science.
Ther't hits also been skepticism about whether such
research would have any practical influence. The re-
port concludes, however, that' this topic.. could rise
sharply to prominence it there were signs of nevisup-
port: if attention were focused on such important issues
as effects on health practices or basic values; and if
there were evidence of genuine .interest irt using re-

, search to correct possible abuse
The report suggests that the hig iest,tnethodologival

priorities are given to:
Naturalistic experimentation, where the design is

the same as for a laboratory-experiment but-the circum-
stances are everyday and as nonartificial as possible.

Multiple methods, where different methodological

,
genres IN fin compensating strengths are employed to
study, a single question.

Improvement of techniques for panel studies,
where measurements are made of the same group at
various points in time, so that effects and their fluctua-
tions as they actually occur can be understood.

Continuing adaptation of the laboratory experi-
ment, to take advantage of its strengths in making
causal inferences and of its flexibility for studying
questions difficult to study in other ways.

_ Pattern of Support The pattern of support for tele-
vision research is of special significance for this
meeting. Excluding research related to instructional
programming, the total of research support for all
topics is currently less than $2 million a year.* This is
abbut 2,'100th of one percent of the total spent on tele-
vision by consumers and advertisers annually in 'the
early 1970s. The amount devoted to research on tele-
vision and young persons is somewhat less.

More important, support for_ esearch' on television
and young persons is highly fragmented. Institutions
involved include the television networks, several pri-
vate foundations, the Office of Child Development, the
National Inst1/2tute of Education, the National Institute
of Mental Health, and the National Sciefice Founda-
tion. There is little, if any, coordinatiori. Furthermore,
much of the research occurs within programs whose
emphases are other than television and in isolation
from other relevant research.

Equally imperlant, the support,is laissez- faire. The
typical approach is to solicit proposals on a vaguely
defined topic, seek,outside counsel on their quality, and
fund orQhF basis of some combination of scientific
merit and institutional interest. Sponsors rarely require
clear specification of &sues to he addressecLinethods
to be employed, or possible applications. Even more
rarely dosponsors insist upon whatever specifications
they initially may define. Almost never is support man-
aged so that studies develop around a theme to which
television is central.

Signs of High Interelt ,Nevertheless, there presently
are many signs of widespitead interest in the role of

*Ctimated from the data collected for Felevistyla" nd,Ifintian Be-
havior. The Research Horizon, Tnture and Present.



television in the lives of young persons and in research
, on the topic. To cite d few:

Activity of the Social Science Research Council's'
Committee on Television aid Social Behavior, which
recently issued a report on the feasibility and the de-
sirability of a "violence profile."* ,

The continuing concern in Congress about the in-
fluence of television violence and the more recent con-
cern about the influence of television advertising.
Numerous hearings have been heldover the, pas./ 25
years, most recently in 1972,1974, and 1975, and More
are promised for 1976.

The adoption of "family viewing" hours. by, the
broadcasting industry in 19/5 following concern ex-
pressed by Cegress and,the Federal Communications
Commission.'

The publicly announced concern at the Federal
Trade Commission over the effects on young persons
of television advertising.

The 1975 Aspen Foundation Forum on Communi-
cations, which reviewed options for foundation action
relative to the mass media and recommended support
for.research.

Active pressure from various public interest or-
ganizations, such as Action for Children's Television
and the Council un Children, Media, and Merchandis-
ing.

The current effort by the Writers Guild of America-
to obtain Congressional hearings and, eventually,. a
"blue ribbon" commission to examine television's
performance.

-The announcement by the National Science Foun-
datjon'that it is Lortsidering greatly expanded support
of research un television and social behavior, with em-
phasis on television and the-young and on the effects
of.television advertising.

Conflicts Between Research Approaches Television
and Human Behavior: The Research Horizon, Future
and Present found widespread interest within the social
science community. in conducting research more rele-
vant to the decisions made by broadcasters, producers,
and writers; by parents, teachers, and community

'Social Science Research 'Council, Committee on Television and
Social Behavior. "A Profile on Televised Violence." Report to
the National Institute of Mental Health, July 1975.

.a

...

leaders; by schools and other institutions; and by such
regulatory bodies as the Federal Trade Commission
and the Federal Communications Commission.

However, it also found that there were some not-
always-clearly-perceived conflicts between such action-
oriented research and the science-oriented research
customarily pursued by most social scientists. The two
major ,..cenflicts between action-oriented and science-
oriented research derive from their differing criteria,
first, for deciding what to study and second, for eval-
uating the significance of their results:

Action-oriented research arises from the desire to
cope with problems in the real world. Some questions,
however intrinsically intriguing, can be ignored if there
seems little chance of doing anything_about them.
Action-oriented research is directed to assessing the
benefit or-harm of specific circumstances. By contrast,
science-oriented research explores questions because
they are theoretically relevant. It tests hypotheses to
revise and refine the theories from which they are
derived, without regard to any implications the
hypotheses may have for actions in the real world.

Science-oriented research tries to establish general
laws. It therefore uses very rigorous standards for ac-
cepting a specific research outcome as significant. The
result is that some outcomes are dismissed, *although
they may be of great practical importance. Action-
oriented research, on the other hand, is interested in
exploring the consequences of specific circumstances
and innovations desigrred to improve the human con-,
dition, rather than in establishing general laws. It must

,_ ,evaltlate its results by criteria that recognize the signif-
icance and meaningf Iflness of outcomes that may not
meet strict scientific standards. The pure social scien-
tist's inclination to infer "no effect" unless it is demon-
strated at a very high level of certainty must be modified
by the applied researcher exploring the ambiguities of
real-life situations for guidelines to help solve problems
and make decisions.

Research thus should be seen as serving not one but
two functions, each based on somewhat different rules.
There is the knowledge expansion function, where the
rules are those of science-oriented research, and there
is the innovation assessment ftinction, where the rules
must guard against ignoring what is helpful or harmful 9



solely because it is not validated by strict scientific
criteria.

New Was to Organize and Conduct Research The
sixth factoranother legacy of the Surgeon General's
studyconsists of new options for the conduct of re-
search on television and the young.

Leo Bogart's evaluation of the Surgeon General's
study in the Public Opinion Quarterly concluded that
it was unique as a focused. program of federally sup-
ported research on the mass media.* Some of the
characteristics of such an approach are:

An encompassing theme is chosen, around which
coordinated research program is organized. The varied
individual studies reinforce, complement, and question
each other.

There is a scientifically capable staff, which seeks
out researchers, guides proposals and their implementa-
tion, and criticizes draft reports. One result is increased
quality of research.

With the varied studies conducted within a single
framework, there is opportunity for cooperation and
collaboration among the investigators even when, the
desirability of such activity becomes clear only after
the research is well underway.

With a publication program, the research moves
with unusual rapidity from combletion to discussion by

*Sec L. Bogart. "Warning, The Surgeon General Has Determined
That TV Violence Is Moderately Dangerous to Your Child's
Mental Health." Public Opinion Quarterly, 1972, 36. 491-521.

scientists and the general public. One result is in-

creased impact on new research. Anothereis(early avail-
ability for use by decision-makers.

Given a coherent effort, it is possible to have scien-
tific impact well beyond the research actually eon-
ducted. For example, the Surgeon General's study
involved a number of vigorous young researchers in
studies of television, thereby increasing the number of
social scientists capable of dealing with the subject.

There is a built-in mechanismthe report Of the
scientific advisory committeefor review and integra-
tion with existingiscientific knowledge. One result-is
almost instant evaluation of the research, follpwed by
further evaluation as the initial- critioues are debated
by interested parties.

Conclusion Those a rd the six factors that form a back-
drop to the conference. There is also a very important
seventh factor that stands apart because it does not
relate directly to research. I refer to the filture char-
acter of television in the United States. No one knows'
what the configuration will be in a few years among
open commercial and public -broadcaSting,-cible tele-
vision, and in-home playback technology. Nevertheless,
there is little doubt that among the changes will be
greatly increased individual choices in viewing, sharply

- curtailed possibilities to improve programming by cen-
tralized action within the broadcasting industry, an
greater opportunities and greater problems in provid-
ing goad clevision for young viewers.

The Need for Research Priorities
Lloyd N. Mprrisett, Presiderit

The John an Mary R. Markle Foundation

Research is an intriguing topic for a conference on
television and children because it seems to have some
value for eyeryunethe social scientist, the citizen
advocate, the government regulator, and the founda-
tion executive. But their interests sometimes conflict,
making it difficult to agree on research priorities.

Conflicting Interests For social scientists research is

,
careers. Their hopes for professional achievement fre-

quently center on research. They are therefore eager to
design scientifically good research projects in all areas,
including studies of television and children. .The prob-
lem is that the researcher's methodology and theory
may not be capable of answering the kinds of questions
that others interested in television and children ask.
Nor will the researcher necessarily be able to see that

u their profession, their daily activity, the stuff of their his techniques are not adequate to th-Mtics at band.
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For citizen advocates research promises incontro-
vertible eyidence for firmly helaeliefs. The problem
is' that there are others who hold opposite views and
who hope for differttnt and equally incontrovertible
outcomes Min research. It is difficult, therefore:No
design neutral research that will give empirical answers
to questions, rather than research that is somehow
biased to support the views of people who think they
already know its °move.

For governntent regulators research offers a possible
way to remove some .of the uncertainties faced when
decisions are to beipiadeorno-t made. It is also a

ytu rationafize gavernincataland_bureaueratic
processes, which is a continuing goal for those in public
adnnaistratiun. Although research results may remove
some of the uncertainty surrounding decisions, They
may also open,up new areas of uncertainty. Research
is seldom definitive. It invariably suggests new avenues
to explore and raises new' questions because its results
arc less than clear-cut.

For foundation executives research is a way to do
good in a legitimate, nonpartisan manner in the best
tradition of philanthropy. The difficulty is that there

.are always alternate, equally legitimate uses fur founda-
tion funds, although they may be somewhat riskier,
than research. n additional problem is that research
is often lung-te rn, and many foUpdatiun executives Pike,
to see their fu ds have immediate impact.

Problems to e Confronted To design research that
will have bo h scientific and practical impor ce is
not easy. Nu only must priorities be set, but tI y rrwst
be constant! revised and persistently pursued. Many
years ago, specially organized study group on psy-
Lhulinguist LS followed this cue se and demonstrated
that such / in undertaking ,.t.,an S it.ceed. The mapping
of priorit 'S for psyt.hulinguistit., i that Interuniver-
sity Sum er Research Semina o Linguistics and
Psyt.,hulo y held at Cornell Unive sity in 1951 resulted
over the ext two decades in an o tpouring of)esearch
and the maturing of a young disc pline.2

, .

For a isaiptiun of these developments, see "The- DeLades of
Coun iI Activity in the RappruLhement of LinguistiLs and SoLial
&le e" by Susan Ervin-Tripp, Items, Vol. 28, Nu. 1, March
197 , New York: Social Science Research Council.

,12

If it was easy to dolood research on television and
children kt...would have already been done. The re-
search on teachireg and television, where innumerable
studies have shown that there is,Jittle difference be-.
tween leaching in the elassrooni and teaching over the
television screen, shows that it is all too easy to do
repetitive and insignificant research and very difficult
to do research that is cumulative andvignificant.

Because social scientists were relatively quiescent
during tft..X. plosive growth of television between 1950"
and 19610 many research opportunities were lost.
Appropriate-controls that could have been set up when
television was nottMiversal are_now almostimpossible

Althoughit is generally agreed that televisiqn has
become a part of moderri culture, we have scarcely

*begun to understand the relation between television
And child development. Several problems must ad-

dressed. One is stimulus definition. Despite sorte
studies of violence and' prosocial television' program-
ming, definitions of violence and p social\ program-
ming remain fairly broad. N these or any of the
other customary categories address analytically the
effective stimulus' that television provides. Instead,
definitions of television stimulus are often based on
the observers' beliefs aboutwhat television dy.rather
than relating the stimulus to behavior.

Although a number or studies, including those of 'II
Himmelweit and colleagues in England and some of the
studies in the Surgeon General's program, have, shown
that television interacts with personality, these inter-
actions are often ignored in the design of research.
Rather, it is assumed that lelvision will have fifini-
form effect across personality

I
differences.*,

Because television is a co stant companion f st

children as they grow up, th/ duration of its influence
and potential effects must b assumed to be long-term.
They therefore demand long-term studiesffie hardest
for social scientists to carry' out because they take Max-,
imum energy, time commitkitent, and funding, and must -\

`Seed-(. T. Himmeiweit, A. N. Oppcnheim, and P. Vincc, Televi-
sion and the Child. London: xford University-Press, 1958; and
the Surgeon General's Scie tific Advisory tommittee on Televi-
sion and Social Behavior, &vision and,Browing Up. The Im-
pact of Televised Violence. Report to the Surgeon General,
United States Public Health Servil.:e. Washington, D.C.: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1972. 11'
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usually be conducted by institutions equipped to en-
gage in such tasks.

When we ask how television is influencing child
develOpment we sometimea4ave difficulty differentiat-
ing among feelings,.thoughts,,and behavior. Television
may have influences on all these levels and ode level
may influence another, We.must thus inquire which of
these variables are the most important dependent vari-
ables and how they can best be 'studied.

`Even though we know that television has some in:
fluences on beim% ior, many questions remain. For
example, how o environmental characteristics either
support the i uence provided by television, or di-
minish it? The well -known processes of extinction and
discrimination Imust certainly orate upon behavior
initiated, by television. If television-induced behavior

12

I.

his long-term effects, environmental influences prob-
ably will extinguish and discriminate among television-
influenced behaviors, yet we have hale knowledge of
how sileh mechanisms operate in the social env iron ment.,,

The Task arffard Resea
Liplined process' of asking an nsweripg qu ticms in

a publicly verifiable manner. Pri 'ties need to e set.
The question of the relevance of t research its to

these priorities needs to be examined ually, and
the priorities need to be redefined as u Ierstanding
increases. Successful research in this area demands a
constant interplay between the need for useful knowl-
edge and the requirements of sound research. All the
participants in this conference have a significant role
in achieving that interplay.

h is an orderl\y apd dis-
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Working Sessions
Overview

The five workshops were the heart of the conference.
They occupied one full day and concluded on the fol-
lowing morning. Each workshop was assigned a topic,
a workshop leader, a reporter, and approximates
fifteen participants. These are shown on pages 16-18.
Two criteria guided the assignment of participants to
particular workshops. matching the experience and
interests of the participants to the workshop topic, and
achieving a broad range of viewpoints within each
group.

Workshop participants were drawn from four sets
of interested parties:

social scientists specializing in the study of tele-
vision and young It rsons;

potential consumers of research, such as represen-
tatives of public interest groups, the broadcasting and
advertising industries, and various government agen-
cies;

persons from private and public funding agencie
social scientists not directly active in such research

but interested in the subject of television in the lives
of children.

To insure that there would be sufficient attention to
the possible contribution of research to policy an
action and that recommendations would not be too
wide rangtg, each workshop had an assigned focus.
Two workshops gave primary emphasis to prior ities
for research to guide public and regulatory policy. Two
emphasized priorities for research to guide action out-,
side the regulatory sphere. The fifth concentrated on
research to advance scientific understanding.

All workshops were asked to frame priorities for.

a

(a) research topics, (b) methods and methodological
strategies, and (c) innovations for the organization,
funding, and evaluation of research. When the day-long
sessions ended, the five workshop leaders prepared
reports of their groups' discussions for presentation the
following day. Workshops reconvened the next morn-
ing to review and amend the leaders' reports and the
conference concluded with delivery of the five work-
shop reports at a plenary session.

Despite the mix of workshop topics and participants,
.it is evident frOm the leaders' reports that several
common concerns permeated the deliberations. These
included:

Better translation of research findings into policy
and action (apparent even in the report of Workshop
V, devoted to priorities for the advancement of "pure"
science) .

Protecting young persons from unintended harm
(most eloquently articulated in the report of Work-.

shop I, but expressed throughout) , which is respon-
sible for the amount of attention given television
violence and television advertising.

Insuring that young persons derive the greatest
possible benefits from television (predominant in the
report of Workshop III, but stressed elsewhere as

2

well) .
Improving the dissemination and evaluation of,

scientific findings so that the self-correcting mechan-
isms of science and the rate of practical application can
be speeded up (expressed particularly strongly in

Workshops I, II, and V) .
Increasing the quality and the impact of research 13
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on television and the young. In.every workshop, doubt
v. as expressed that present arrangements are the best,
although there was nu consensus about improvements.

Recommendations
The workshop recommendations, a' s interpreted by the
leade-rs in their reports, are summarized in Table
(page 16). In addition to the expected diversity, con-
siderable consensus about topics, methods and innOyab
tions was.evident.

Topics
Thcrc was consensus on the need for research on sev-
eral issues:

Research placing the influence of television more
clearly in the context of utKr factors influencing young
peoplethe family, for example.

Research focusing on telAision's contribution to
aspects of individual and social life considered impor-
tafit in American society - variously called "prosocial
behavior," "antisocial behavior," "attitudes and
values,'' "comprehension," "cognitive skills," ':role
expectations.- "social understanding," "emotional
sensitivity."

Research permitting comparisons between the
United States and other societies on television's influ-
ence on the young.

Research taking into account.developmental differ-
ence so that the influence of television 'on young per-
sons of different ages can be better understood.

- Research analyzing and monitoring the content of
isiun. The workshops varied in choice of em-

phasis from anti-. and prosocial content 'to the devices.
cotechniques, and components that make up a television

program.
Research on the television industry as an institu-

tiori. Here, too, emphasis varied, from the effectiveness
of television's self-regulation, to its economics, decision
making processes, and relation to other institutions.

Workshops I and II, concerned with research to guide
regulatory policy, assigned high priority to two topics.

Television violence, especially the impact on
broadcasters and viewersuf the "family viewing" houi-.

Television advertising, especially possible decep-
4 . non, the effectiveness of warnings and disclaimers, and

,1.55

the various factors, such as thc age of the viewer, on
which the effects might be contingent.

Both workshops urged that regulatory action be min-
imal, although the report of Workshop I observed that
in a few instances regulation' of advertising might be
called fur, since advertising, unlike progrAmming, has
only a limited claim to the protectio of the First
Amendment. Both workshops agree that reform in
broadcasting could be advanced by research in the ab-
sence of regulatory action, for example through in-
dustry self-regulation. One mechanism by which this
could occur is the Congressional hearing to which
broadcasters respond, especially over such issues as
violence and advertising..

These two workshops also put a high priority%n
studying the possible effects of change in the vbroad-
casting industry caused by the spregd Of cable tele-
vision and the introduction of in-home playback
equipment. Other suggestions included research on the
effectiveness of present governmental regulation and
on the various mechanisms used for self-regulation.

Workshops III'and IV, concerned .with research to
guide the non-regulatory sector, both assigned a high
priprity to research that would guide those who write,
produce, and broadcast television specifically designed
for young persons. Both ka15) assigned a high priority
to research on various effects of programming intended
for adults but viewed by young people. Workshop IV,
which was the only one that tried to discriminate
among priorities,, listed as first, priority a national as-
sessment of the experience of young, people with tele-
vision in the United States, including what is viewed,
the time spent on varying kinds of programs, how
television interacts with family life, and how various
demographic and ethnic groups differ in their viewing
habits. Workshop IV also assigned a high priority to
research that would help deVelop and implement a
public - school program to teach children and adoles-
cents about the mass media.

Workshop V, concerned with research that would ad-
vance scientific understanding, assigned high priorities
to cross-national comparisons, to the study of television
within the broadest possible social context, to chil-
dren's developmental differences related to television,



to the influence of differences in the structural features
of programs (such as pacing and interruptions) , and to
television within the context of the family.

Methods
Considerable consensus about methods emerged. It
was generally agreed chat longitudinal studies were
desirable and that specific issues, particularly where
action and policy are intended to follow from research,
should be investigated by multiple. complementary
methods so that the conclusions reached by using dif-
ferent methods can be corm:wed. There v. as agreement,
too, that whenever possible the setting from which data
are obtained should be naturalistic, and intrusion into

'daily life should be minimized, to prevent distorting the
data obtained.

Innovations
There. was some consensus as well as some uncer-
tainty across the five workshops, but little disagree-
ment, about innovations and alternatives to improve
the quality and impact of research. It v. as generally
agreed that some kind of new non-governmental center
or institute specializing in research on television and
the young could s'Lry e many useful functions. Never-
theless there cods uncertainty on three points about
establishing such a center: first; hoW to find the most

.useful combination of activities for it .to perform out of
the large number of possibilities, second, the possible
relationship that might develop between the new ON
ganization and existing institutions, and...tkird, the
problems that might result from creating a new fisted
interest. These questions are mentioned in the reports
of Workshops I, II, and V. It was agreed that
tives for such a television research institute or center
should receive careful consideration.

There was also agreement that a high priority should
be assigned to problems of the interrelations among
scientists, and betv.cert scientists and those responsible
for policy or action, whether they are in the govern-
ment,the bruddeasting.industrY, public interest groups,
the sehuds, or the hoine. Among the suggestions to
improve these relations were better meatts of disseT-
mating re)ults, for aample through special annug
issues of a journal or report, the addition of soda]
scientists to the staffs of regulatory agencies and within

the broadcasting industry, and the evalultion of efforts
to apply social science to broadcasting questions.

Because of its concern for scientific progress, Work-
shop V offered emphases somewhat different from the

ihers. Its report strongly suppOrted the research uni-
ersity as the principal locus of basic research,
!though it acknowledged a role for various specialized
nstitutions. The report also affirmed peer review. as
he principal means to attain high quality, proposed a

program of dissertation research support specially de-
vloted to television and the young, and recommended
t e regular con% ening of small, specialized meetings
f r exchanges among investigators with common in-
t rests.

Other COnsideratio
The open discussion following the workshop reports
i dicated little disag ement with the suggested guide-
lles. However, severs ditional considerations were
voiced by individual participants.

Ithiel de Sola Pool urged that the varying emphases
u the possible positive contributions of television
s uld not draw attention away from the continuing
iniportance of the issue of television N iolence. He re-
minded the group that questions revolving around the
development of a new `'violence profile" are still being
debated and that important issues are involved.

Ronald Milaysky argued that those who hope to
affec(the behavior of broadcasters by measuring what
is broadcast must employ measures that are meaningful
in two ways. The measures should identify_ truly harm-
ful ur beneficial aspects of prograniming. The measures
should also refer to aspects of programming that-broad-

alterna,..--4-..iseers din effectively change. He also emphasized that
tilLs'methodulogical tools for longitudinal studies
needed much further development. One useful step,
never taken, would be to anal4 the same longitudinal
data on the effects cif television by sevexal different
,
procedure* (each cif which has its own advantages) to
see if concinsions differ.

Adding a t?ans-Atlantic perspectiveHilde Himmel-
v.eit suggested that there were numerous continuities
across findings and theories that are sometimes over-
looked. The integration .and synthesis of these findings
and theories, including the integration of American and
European research, would be useful.

16
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Recommendations , Workshop 1

e

Topics A Impact on young persons of television adsertising. whether
directed to children or directed to adults but watched by
young persons Issues to study

What leads to possible deception''
Options for regulatory control

13 ProLessing by young persons of television portrayals. with
special attention to content that is iolent. treats of sexual
relationships. or uses deception to seise problems, Issues to
study

Differences between perceptions of young stewers and
of adults
Variations according to age of iewer
Factors influenced by method of presentation
Degree of reality attributed to portrayals
Effects of behaior after iewing

C Influence, of television as a socializing agent. particularly
in regard to the formation of attitudes and % alues. and
skills Issues to studs

Effects of racial and sexual stereotyping
Effects relating to health and nutrition practices
Effects on acquisition of cognitne skills

D Negative and positive effects of warnings and disclaimers
in both adsertising and programming Issues to study.

Influence of iewer's age
Possible counterproductive influence by stimulating
curiosity

E Impact of increased program choice to young persons re
suiting from technological changes. such as cable and
in-home replay Issues to study

Effect on viewing habits
Effect on use of other mass media

Methods A U e multiple. complementary methods to study a problem
B U e longitudinal designs to trace effects on socialization
C. field experiments With variation among the television

tevironments of differing communities to test effects of
chnological changes

1 -

Innovations and Alternatives

1

Examine easibility, need for. and possible Inature of
a new center deliareasaanalysis and dissemination of
re search on( young perso nd television

Participants Workshop Leader, Henry Goldberg; Assistant, Ann
Reporter, Judith Riven: Participants: Ellen Shaw Airess
Forrest Chisman. Robert B. Choate. John A. Dimling,
Fred W. Friendly. Bradley Greenberg. Karen Hartenberger,
Robert M. Lieberf, Alan Pearce, Paul Putney, Jonathon Sheldon.
Allen M. Shinn. Jr., Scott Ward. Stephen B. Nyithey,
William Wright
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Workshop II Worgtop III

A Effects of granges in broadcasting caused by technological
advances Isswrs to study

Effect of ferreased diserstt) of choice on dnersit) in
sinking
Effect of increased disersits of choice on dewing habits
otter time
Differential effects of increased disersits of choice on
different- classes of sewers. such as the information.
rich and the informal on-poor

B Analysis of the effectiveness of selfregulator) policies.
National Association of Broadcaster codes. and Federal
Communications Commission ascertainment procedures

C Effects of major policy changes and the infleence of pres-
sures Intended to alter policy Issues to study

Influence on the broadcasting industry and the 64:ha. Jur
of the audience of the famils s less ing hour
Effects on subsequent broadcaster performance of
licence challenges and petitions to den)
Effects on ps.lics and practice in government and the
broadcasting Industry of the grow mg Interaction of con
sumer groups with broadcasters and regulatory agencies,
and with the Industry

D The nature of organizational decision-making within broad-
casting Issues to stud)

How do the various economic. 'aesthetic., sociological,
and psychological factors influence decisions that deter-
mine what is broadcast'
What is television's relation w other social institutions.
and what is the effect on broadcasting of that relation-
ship'

E The impact on young persons of television advertising.
Issues to study

Influence on consumption
Effects on negative attitudes, such as dis rust and
cymcism
Effects of shifts between programming and adverb ing
content

A Identification of the role of television in the lives of yo
persons Issues to study. .--

What they watch ancrwh)
Features that distinguish television from other scv.-i.
!zing agents ,
Effects when teles ision messages reinforce. contradict,
or are irrelevant to messages from other sources. such
as parents and teachers
Role of the family in telet ision's influence
Role-of age in responding to television
Relationship between differences in familsv less ing pat
terns and other family attributes
Role of other socializing agents in mediating telesision's
prosocial or antisocial effects

B Effects of variation in specific features of tele% ision pro-
grams. including both programs directed at young persons
and programs directed at adults. Issues to study

I nflilence of pace. humor. action, violence, ideas. seg
ments within programs. auditory techniques. and visual

- effects
Influen-re of portrayals of social behavior. self-regulatory
and self-governing behavior, affective expressions. and
roles assigned w women and minorities

C Effects on Important aspects of individual and social func-
tioning. Some examples.
. Appeal and attention

. Comprehension
Cognitive skills
Attttudes

; Emotional development
i Social behavior

complementary genres focusing on a single
problem

A Use long r ge, loigitudinal, and cross-cultural designs
B Develop ew, more vand measures of appeal. attention. .

compr ension, attitudes, and behavior change

A. Examine feasibility of a "television research center"
B. Lndertakc large-scale studies that might contribute to both

policy and theory
C Include social scientists on the staff of government agencies

as translators, communicators. and stimulators of research

A Train producers and researchers to collaborate
B Cr!tts,stortritistitutional mechanism to foster collaborative

activity so that research will be less piecemeal

Workshop Leader, Eh A Rubinstein. Reporter, Milton Chen,
Participants: Robert T Blau. Leo Bogart, Charles Bro4instein.
Steven H. Chaffee. Peggy Charren. Barry G. Cole.
W. Andrew Collins. Thomas D Cook, David M. Davis.
George Gerbner. Roland S Hornet, Stephen Kagann,

":%!-William McGuire, Lawrence S Zacharias

Workshop Leader, Gerald S. Lesser, Assistant, Richard Adler,
Reporter, Lewis Rimer, Participants: Chloe Aaron,
Peter 0, Almond, Lionel C Barrosir;jr., Maxine P. Brown,
Samuel Y. Gibbon, Jr., Hilde T. Himmelweit;F. Gerald Kline.
Kandace Laass, Edward J Meade, Jr., Ronald Milaysky,
Charles Pinderhughes, Donald F Roberts, Christopher Sarson.
Marshall Smith, Aletha H. Stein
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Workshop IV Workshop V

A Establish baselirie. norrnatise data nationally on the role
of television trl the lies of soung perwns Issues to studs

Quantity and character of what is -!cued, including
analysis of ,ontent and analYses sf attentioft deserted to
specific kinds of content
Rote of ides Pion in family interaction
Differences in response to tele% ision among different
demographic and ethnic groups

B Development and implementatdm of public sshool curricula
to instruct the young about the mass media Issues to studs

Development of curricula
Strategies for adoption and diffusion
Mode of teacher training
EcaluanGn procedures

C Develop principles for production of better programs in-
tended for young persons and evaluate effects on the cies.
mg by the young of differing kinds of programs Issues to study

The specific features' that influence the responses of
soung 'persons. so that programs can be devised that
would enlarge social understanding. emotional* sensi-
ficity, and aesthetic sensibilities
Experiment with alternative ways of communicating
such as prosocial spots varying rates of commercial in
terruption, manipulations of program choices over the
day, and pretesting what is to be broadcast
Differences in clewing Iv the young traceable to differ-
ences in available progianis.

D Other issues of lower priority
Evaluation of ascertainment procedures
Analysis of the effects of different economic and social
structures on the broadcas+ing Industry, including com-
parative analysis of patterns in other societies
Development of better program ratings to guide parents
Analysis of decision-making processes in the broad-
casting industry
Effect on IQ of exposure to television
Effects of television exposure on extremely young
children

Study television and its impact in a wide social context, in
relation to other media of communication, and in relation
to other social institutions Cross-national comparisons are
recommended

fi ,Study the derselopment of young persons and its relation to
ibt: and effects of the mass media Issues: for study

The cognitive maps learned
Effects on role expectations
Effects of age
Effects on political and social beliefs

C Study influences of variations in the structure of television
programs, such as pgce and interruptions, rather than con-
tent Issues for study

Addiction to television
Passivity
Discrimination tv!tv.een fantasy and reality

D Studs television as a family member. Issues for study
How does tele% ision influence family interaction'
Does tele% ision weaken or strengthen the family unit'
What functions does toles ision fulfill for families"

A The collection of baseline, normalise data implies a

national survey with oversampling of some groups to insure
efficient numbers for analysis

B The testing of programming alternatives implies either ex-
perimental manipulation in the field or toe taking ads an-
Idge of 'natural experiments by reanalyzing ratings data

A Cross-national comparisons
B Laboratory experiments. shork-term longitudinal studies,

and naturalistic observation. w h focus on developmental
variables

C The study of the influence of s
experiments and naturalistic observation

D The study of television as a ,family member implies nat-
uralistinpbseivation

features implies
ss

Not discussed A. Strcngtheri the research university
B. Use peer review
C Establish dissertation support
D. 'Convene small. topic-focused. periodic meetings of re-

searchers
E Publish annual review
F Convene annual meetings bringing together researchers

with vaned interests
G Establish a mechanism for improving information dis-

semination

Workshop Leader, Keith W 'cficlke, Assistant, Richard Bezel.
Reporter, Maggi Cowlan, Participants: George Comstock.
Nan-B de Gaspe Beaubien. Nancy Dennis. June Esserman,
Seymour Feshbach. Ruth Friendly, Emily Galusha.
Philip A Harding, Paul Kaufman, Aimee Dorr Leifer,
Edward L Palmer. Richard Polsky. lefty Schiller,
Wilbur Schramm, Marvin Segelman

Workshop Leader, Alberta Siegel. Assistant, Fred Volkmar,
Reporter, Oona Sullivan. Participants: Ronald Abeles.
Kristin Anderson, Maiso Bryant. Douglass Cater,
lames Dyson. Douglas Fuchs. Mark Geier, lames D. Halloran,
Randall -Harrison. H Thomas fames. lack Lyle, Ross D Parke.
David Pearl. Jerome L. Singer. Percy Tannenbaum.
Mary. Alice White
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Afterword

From the foregoing it is evident that the conference ac-
complished its main purposes. It concentrated many
different perspectives on thinking about the singlp topic
of television and children. And it yiglded clear agree-
ment about, _topiLs. methods, and innovations to ad-
vance the practical applicability of research.

Vv e wanted the conference to., begin an on-going,
nun-adversary process of communication among parties
interested in a common problem. The effort to balance
And mix professional viewpoints and backgrounds,
both in the conference as a whole and in the individual
workshops, was productive. This approach not only
contributed to well-rounded discussions but opened
wholesome communications among, some institutions
and individuals who ordinarily would meet only under
conditions of ,strain, if at all. The high degree of con-
sensus that emerged revealed much common ground
among people playing very different professional roles.
The challenge now is to build on that common ground

...through relevant new research and reinforcement of
the communications links established.'

Our principal aim was to arrive at a set of recom-
mendations that would articulate agreed research

emphases yet not prescribe a fixed scale of research
priorities. We think that goal was achieved. The com-
mon coucern and agreement expressed took the priori-
ties reported in the Comstock study one step further,
enlarging the number of topics and suggesting specific
ways that needed research could be implemented.
Further, the workshop format of the Conference func-
tioned as a cross-validating mechanism.. That work-

) shops with different orientations produced similai.,
even overlapping,', recommendations offers reassur-

ing evidence that the priorities are widely shared.
We wanted the meeting to produce a frame of refer-

ence that funding agencies could use to develop new
research programs or to redefine current activities. For
the three sponsoring foundations, the conference ex-
perience served that purpose; it was both educational
and useful. In particular, the process offered valuable
guidance for those engaged in program planning at
funding agencies. It is our hope that the publication of
this report will similarly benefit others from the fund-
ing community who could not be present and that it
will draw a larger network of organizations and in-,
dividuals into continuing evaluation and dialogue.
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46)Alp,
Worksfiop Reports

I. Research to Guide Piiblic Policy
Henry Goldberg, Leader

In general, there was unanimity in our recommenda-
tions as tu issues. and priorities. And, 'even though the
main focus of our discussions was research intended
tu guide regulatory and other related policy action, we
rejected federal regulation in all but a few instances,
which related prirrorily to television- advekising and
children. Agreeing un methodological strategies, we
rejected the notion that any single method would do
and supported the notion of integrated, complementary
research methodologies.

Priorities for Future Research
1. The first research priority is the impact of advertis-
ing on children. We include not only advertising di-
rected to children but also advertising directed to adults
that children are likely to see.

A. Research Topic. It is necessary to protect young
cl-nedren from certain kinds of advertising content/and
techniques because their age and inexperience may
make them incapable of discriminating between pro-___
gramming and commercial content and unable to recog-
nize the motivations that dominate advertisements.

Moreuver, it is the responsibility of federal regulatory
agencies to supervise commercial messages and to regu-
late their content, but prograni content regulation is
prohibited by the First Amendment.

Research on the impact of advertising should un-
cover nut only deceptive advertising techniques and ap-
proaches but also those that could convey prosocial
messages. Related research would involve studies of
the effectiveness of public service announcements to
communicate a particular prosocial me,ssage to chil-

dren. Television commercials can bq thought of as
short entertainment programs. Thus, understanding of
both their positive and negative effects will facilitate
effective communication WO a young audience in the
large sphere of children's programming as well as in
advertising.

B. Methodology. The most advantageous approach
to research on this topic, as to research on all the topics
identified as having a high priority, would emcihasize
team work and cooperation among social scientis s with
varird-Vills' and interests. Complementary ethods
should also be emphasized.

Three types of research are recommended:
Relatively narrow investigations of im ediate

policy issues defined by policymakers, e.g., cu rent re-
search on effects on children's perceptions an desires
Tor advertised products with premium offers.

"Middle-range ,theory" types of iivest gations
focusing on somewhat more general and abstra t issues
of children's cognitive and behavioral response to tele-
vision advertising. These would include rese tch on
children's information-processing of advertisi g, i.e.,
processes by which they learn to select, evalu te, and
use information, in advertising, and consum tion-re-
lated informaon available from other sources.

Longitudinal survey research to examine t e lodg-
term, cumulative impact of advertising, as medi ted by
the family and other social contexts, in the nat ral en-
vironment.

The goal of the recommended methodology i to de-

velop approaches that produce complementary esults,
thereby constructingTas complete a picture as passible 21
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of the impact of advertising un children. We feel that
the setting in which a commercial is viewed may affect
a child's response, and that frequency of exposure and
inteiVening stimuli may also have some effect on result-
ing Jong-term behavior patterns. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to evaluate the tumulativ e impact of all television
advertising over an extended period of time, as well as
the immediate Impact of particular advertisements. A
tritital variable in each research project should be the
age of the telcv ision v sewer. Other variables that ought
to be considered in relation to the impact of advertising
arc ethnic, cultural, and socio-economic background as
cad] alit:A.1s the television experience of each child.

C. Action.
Regulatory Research on the impact of advertis-

ing on children may be directed toward influencing the
polity of the federal government and the self-regulation
practiced by the advertising and television industries. It
may be desirable to present evidence of injury to young
viewers resulting from deceptive commercials to the
Federal Trade Commission at a rulemaking hearing. If,
for example, there were noteworthy findings from re-
search un 'the effect of such tethniqUes as clustering,
repetition, time lapse between commercials, isolation,
and the labeling of commercial messages,,specific guide-
Irtns could be developed for, advertisers and used to
reduce the capacity of an advertisement to deceive. In
addition, the Federal Cummunitations Commission
might also be petitioned to regulate frequency and repe-
tition of advertisements and the numbers of public ser-
v 'Le announcements required. Research might also be
direttcd toward influencing the policies of the Con-

tion received from television. We are particularly con-
cerned about their response to program material
involving violence, deceptive -6ehavior as a means of
problem solving, and sexually oriented subject matter.

A. Research Topic. Basic to the study of the impact
of television on children is an understanding of what it
is that children perceive when they watch television
programming, and how their perception differs from
both adult perception of the same material and the kind
of perception anticipated by the programmer. Although
age is unquestionably significant as a discriminating
factor, its full relevance to information-processing has
not been explored. Assessment of the ultimate impact
of television programming on children will require re-
search aimed at discovering what is perceived and what
is retained by young viewers, and to what extent reten-
tion varies with the age of the viewer, the quality and
character of perception, and various factors related to,
the method of presentation and composition of the pro-
gramming. Finally, research should contribute to a
better understanding of two major questionsthe de-
gree to which the child perceives television as portray-
ing or representing reality, and the extent to which
some children imitate behav for fbey perceive on tele-
vision.

t,

B. Methodology. The tracking of a child's viewing
patterns and habits over a relatively concentrated pe-
riod of time, in as natural a situation as possible, would
be one method of establishing a measure of the degree
of retention of material viewed. By complementing this
method With studies of greater duration, an approxima-
tion of the variations in the impact of content over a

gress. For example, the findings of research may spur /4)eriod of years might emerge.
Lunsideration of specific legislation, entourage hearings 7 C. Action. An analysis of how children process the
that w ill publicize important issues and findings, and/ vast array of information disseminated over television
indirectly influence self-regulatory measures by the would facilitate better identification of the kind of pro-
television acid advertising industries such as' the Lode gramming designed to encourage positive behavior.
of the National Association of Broadcasters. Through a careful determination of what distinctions

2. VoluntaryIn addition to self-regulation by the are made in the perception of discrete kinds of infor-
advertising and television industries, other voluntary mation, carefully shaped codes for television programs
action that might be stimulated by research findings and television- commercials that would 'fit the needs
would be more effective supery ision of children.6 view\ and abilities of the separate age groups could be advo-
ing habits by better informed parents. cated. Armed with a more precise awareness of the in-

.
formation-processing abilities of their children, parents

II. The second research priority deals with developing tonld better determine appropriate content for their
22 more knowledge about how children process informs- children's viewing.
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.aion of basic cognitive skills. This is-Inother area in
which research can help identify both the positive and
negative effects of television programming.

B. Methodoloiy. Carefully constructed longitudinal
studies should be designed to evaluate evolutionary
changes in the impact of content over a five- to six-year
period. In addition, studies of shorter duration should
track a child's view ing patterns and habits over a four:
to twelve-dayperiod.

C. Action. Regulatory action'by the federal govern-
meht was thought by the, group to be an inappropriate
goal for research dealing with prosocial program con-
tent. But guidelines could be developed as a result of
analysis of socialization and of prosocial program
themes to indicate the characteristic content of tele-
vision program series. This might facilitate industry
self-regulation and help eduLate parents to make appro-
priate decisions with regard to their own children's
viewing habits. The data collected in this type of rt)-
beard] might also show network trends in emphasizing
ur deemphasizing certain themes or stereotypes over a
period of years. Such information could be used by in-
terested prvic groups to advocate reforms within the
televiion industry,

7

III. Research is also needed on the role of television as
a socializing agent. Niv e arc particularly concerned
about its contribution to the formation of children's
attitudes and values and to their acquisition of basic
cognitive skills.

A. Research Topic. In order to determine w hether
it is appropriate for telev son to assutnc more of a role
in socializing children, we must first understand in
what ways and to what extent current programming
affects socialization. A relevant focus for research is
thematic analysis of program content performed in con-
juncton with the study of effects. Tow hat extent is a
particular theme capable of communicating an identifi-
able message to a young audience? Thereds.a special
need ku analyze television pro.gramming's potential
socializing effect as regards racial and sexual stereotyp-
ing and attitudes toward health and nutrition. There is
also a need to analyze its potential rule in the acquisi-

IV. Another research priority is to examine the effect
on young viewers of disclaimers and warnings, both
in advertising and in programming.

Research Topic. It is necessary to understand the
effect o'f disclaimers on children in order to determine
whether they constitute a viable method of reducing
the negative 'ffects of programming or ads. If, for in-
stance, the ect of a warningis to excite a child's curi-
osity about a dangerous product, use of the warning
would be counterproductive. Moreover it is important
to ascertain what information is conveyed to a child,
or to the parents, by a disclaimer, s that the adequacy
of disclaimers to their intended p rpose may be as-
sessed.

B. Methodology. Research should focus on both the
personal comprehension of disclaimers by young
viewers and the interaction between parents and their
children stimulated by a warning or disclaimer directed
to a parent.

C..Aceion. Some regulatory action, by the Federal
Trade Commission might be appropriate based on re-
search op commercials, either requiring, developing
specifications for, or barring disclaimers in advertising
of particular products. However, the primary thrust of

-,the reselarch would be to educate the television and
advertis g industries, and parents to the effects of dis-
claimers nd so encourage voluntary action.

V. Rese rch is needed an the impact, if any, of In-.
creased rogram choice available to children exposed
to cable television.

A. Research Topic. The effect on children of transi-
tion from the limited selection of programs on conven-
tional, broadcast television to the diversity of programs
promised On cable tele'vision is an unexplored area. ft
might be anticipated that significant changes in tele-
vision 'viewing habits and in exposure to other forms
of mass media would follow from the introduction of
cable television into the home.

B. Methodology.. In order to test the effect of cable
television on children, researchers might select a town
with poor over-the-air reception that was about to ac-
quire cable television. The study might then follow the
viewing habits of children through the transition from
conventional to cable ielevision.

C. Action. None required yet.

VI. The final question examined was whether-it would
be desirable- to develop an institute, clearinghouse, or 23
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other ventral resource facility to engage, in. secondary
'analysis of research on children's programming and to
disserninatc this information to interested parties. If so.
what typo of fainty would be Prer:rable?

Many producers of both Lhildres programming and
commercials cannot afford to do extensive research into

. the efficacy of the techniques or strategies they plan to
use. to communicate the. desired message to young
viewers. AS a result they may produce ineffective or
or even harmful programming. If data on children's
programming could be collected, analyzed, and made
available to producers, it might obviate these costly
mistakes. Moreover, this same information would be
available to parents and other parties interested in
voluntary regulation of children's television viewing.

in analyzing the possibility of establishing such an
institute, some of the issues that must be confronted
are the potential interrelationship between social
scientists and the institute, especially the potential for
generating debilitating competition, and the potential
interrelationship between such a facility and agencies
that fund children's television research.

Conclusion
Generally, our working group Lame away with a feel-
ing for thd complexity of the policy process in which
social scientists are beginning to participate. Social

science researcheven unassailable research findings,
if there are such things does not automatically lead to
adoption of policies or regulations based upon those
findings. This is so despite the fact that much of the
researci agenda is set because of expressions of con-
cern by the Congress, regulatory agencie's, and other
governmental bodies. Although the research in effect
is often requested, its conclusions are not necessarily
follow ed, because a bitterly .contested adversarlf pro-.
Leeding invariably awaits any research results intended
to guide regulatory action.

However, in order to make it more likely that any
research recommendation directed to government
policymakers w ill affect their behavior and lead to
desireld action, some of the social scientists in our group
believed that all research must ,havie a legal aspect
the end result must be in a form lawyers can understand
and can use.

The workshop leader's personal view, perhaps
shared by some others, is. that the effort to bring to-
gether scientists, government officials, consumer advo-
cates, television industry people, and even lawyers was
a valuable exercise and a pOrtentof future progress in
bringing social science research in the policy-making
41rixess. Even if all we..w ill have one i to make future
research results less ignorabl by policymakers, we
shall have made some progress.

II. Research to Guide Public Policy
Eli A. Rubinstein, Leader

Our gruup w aids to go un record as endorsing the
priorities outlined in Television and Human Behavior.
The Researcii-llurizon, future and Present, by George
Comstock and Georg Lindsey. That volume encom-
passes much of what we discussed in our workshop.
However, we tried to reexamine the issues according
to the special focus assigned our workshop.

In our workshop the participaps. Were asked to
initiate the disLus'sion by suggesting kinds of research
they would like to see done. Discussion by the full
gruup followed, Tits summary is an imposed and some-

2.4 what artificial struLturing.7of what was said. Some
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differences of opiniodhave disappeared in the effort
to be tidy. Others will be alluded to where pertinent.
A number of specific research areas touched on are not
included in order to emphasize those that we felt
important.

Priorities for Future Research 'I. Research related to anticipated important changes
in television over the foresee9hle future. It is clear that
advanced technology offers the potential for increased
diversity of program Despite the many researck
opportunities we may have st since the early 1950s,



the changes the future will bring offer many new and
' important areas for research.

A. Jow does increased freedom of choice and di-
vssit(affect individual response? Does greater free-
t.lom produce greater diversity of response'

B. How does this increased diversity modify view-
ing habits over time and viewer choke and preference?

C. Does increased opportunity for choice affect dif-
ferent categories of viewers in different ways? For
example, would information-rich viewers enlarge the
diversity of their viewing while information-poor
viewers pretty much keep to preNiious viewing habits,
thereby creating even greater differences between the
two in communicatory experience? It is important to
recognize that information-poor viewers might include
children. who may not effectively utilize increased
opportunity for choice.

Research on the adequacy. and extent of response to
existing policy. .

0, A. Huw well du the v arious, self-regulation policies
and codes work? -

B. What are the effects of the National Association
of Broadcasters' code un programming practices?

C. How can we stimulate and produce studies to
evaluate the ascertainment" procedures that the Fed-
eral Cummuiications Commission requires stations to
undertake/to learn cuirimunity needs? How , too, can
we stimulate studies to evaluate present and pot6ntial
ways for u-sirigspelal science research evidenee'in the
license renewal process?

r

III. Research un effects of important policy changer
and pressures toward policy change.

A. What arc the implications of establishing a
"family viewing- hour? What are the differences in
content between programs shu.in during the ''family
viewing- hour and the remainder of prime-time tele-
vision? [Joy, dues the ?family viewing** hour affect

:jewel- behavior?, How does it affect programming
decisions? Such q4stions are important because there
has been a major policy change and its impact` is un-
known.

B. What hay ben tit effect on station performance
of license challenges and petitions to deny license
renewal?

C. How has consumer ()pillion affetted changes in
policy or practice by broadcasters or regulatory agen-
cies?

IV. Research on the organizational decision-making
_process.

A. How do various factors, including artistic and
creative concerns, economic competition, and special
psychological preconceptions within the broadcasting
industry, influence the major decisions that lead to
what is eventually broadcast?

B. What are the relationships between
and other major institutions in our society
are the effects of those relationships?

C. On a cross- national level, how do the differences
in the organizational structure of broadcasting affect
the content of programming?

televisiOn
and what

V. Resear h on advertising. In one...sense, many of the
points de so far about research and programming
also hid for television commercials. If entertainment
prograMming affects behavior, advertising content also
affects behavior. if there is a cumulative effect of
watching programming, there is also a Cumulative effect
of repeated advertising. However, there are unique
attributes about thadvertising message and the place
of advertising in the total viewing sequence that raise
important questions that research Gan help to answer.

We belicve research on advertising is an important
component of the whole area of research on television
and children and youth. Issues range from the simple
but important question of whether advertising directed
to children has an effect on salts .to the more complex
questions of witether and how commercial pressure
through repeated advertising tends to develop cynicism
and distrust of the advertising message by the child
viewer. On an even more complex level, how does the
advertisiy message, as a punctuation mark in the pro-
gramming sequence, affect the program format and
content itself, and what isje effect on the child viewer
of the rapid and marked shift from program content
to advertising message?

Our workshop was much concerned with long-range
aspects of research and policy formulation. Vie favor
long-range 81u4ies despite their methodological diffi-.
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culties. And we fas' whatever can be done .to foster
long-rarie funding for this entire field of research.

There was interest in our group in examining the
possibility of developing what has been termed a tele-
vision researcji center. The group had mixed enthu-
siasm for such a facility. There is a danger that it would
be seen as a final authority . There probably should be
more than ope. There was some que n as to what it
shuu-ld do. Should it just be archival? pld it sponsor.
research? Should It do research? Sh di it serve an
advocacy role.? Should some existing organization be
asked to take on this additional activity?

Our group left these Restrons-44p others ,answer
with the belief that such Yanter Lotgld be a p ntially .

useful resource, but also with the fear' that inekvrable;
forces toward self-perpetuation could seriously, impair
its utility.
b

Concld
Those are the priorities of our workshop. Irt- reaching
them, we also reviewed a number of factors that must
be taken into, L1 uunt if research un 4hese topics is to
be of any us'e,113 those who formulate Policy or if it is
in any way to influence policy. These,faCtors include
( 1 ) some constraints, problems, and speLial issues re
vant to research related to poilL4making; (2) the major
goals for policy-related research: and somesome unique
attributes of television that have implications for
policy - related research.

. .
'-.1. Some constraints, problems and special.issues in-

.

fluencing research related to policyrriaking. in this
category fall the many First Amendment questi6'ns and
all the implicit problems of censorship and/qr control.
No one in our group wanted to abridge First Amend-
ment freedom and we recognized that problems are
inevitable if research is pointed toward altering com-
munications content. Policy-related research needs to
be sensitive to such problems.

AApthet problem is that of translating research find-
ings into pojtc* decisions. Policymaking and research
a' re separate .ddmains, one dues not necessarily fallqw
the other, Sometimes research should stand on its own,
indeptOtrent of any statement of pojiy alternatives, as
in the S rgeon General's study of the effects of tele-li

2b *vision v olence. And attempts to implement a .policy

r

can become an issue in itself that may well need further
research. In any case,kshould be clear that research
with policy implications is not the same as policy.re'-
search.

Another constraint is the time pressure on the policy-
,maker to decide -quickly and the more than likely in-
"'ability of the scientist to do adequate research in that

Short a time.
And, one last illustration out of a much longer list.

Policy-oriented research is less appealing to competent
social scientists precisely because that kind of research
tends to be messy, time-consuming, imposed from the
outside, and usually atheoretical. The best stimulant'
toward increasing its appeal` would be a healthy-dose

of funding.

2. Major goals for policy-related research. Fn Order'
to overcome some of these constiaints?, it would be
useful to develop large-scale research projects so, that
both theory:puilding and policymaking could emerge
over tine, Pl'operly organized, such large-scale projects
would attract good people arid. result in good work.
This, incidentally, is not to discount small-'scale,
targeted research that can make an immediate differ:
ence on a, policy issue of immniat'croloment:

, As a corollaryA would be useful to do studies
answer research questions by getting comparable find-
ings front a variety of 'approaches. One strength of the
Surgeon General's program was the convergence .of
the evidence from experimental studies showing short-
run causation of aggression with the evidence frimn

surveys and longitudinal studies of naturally occurring
behavior, namely, that extensive violence-uievrihz pre-
cedes some long-run maniffstations of aggressive
behavior.

It is also necessary to find ways of disseminating
research hidings and Conclusions so that the implica-
tions for policy are mOttclfiitiflj7 drawn. IndePendent
restatements and reinterpretations, of majdr research
findings are one such Mechanism. Thus, the various

Gfeexamitations of the report of the Surgeon General
by Robert Liebert, Leo Bogart, George Co,m'stock, and
others helped to hi 7hlight.the report's policy implica-
tions.* And, indee , this conference is evidence that a

*See R. M. Liam% . M. Neale, and E.'',3::bavidson. The Early
Window. Eficas of Television on Childitn and Yoth. Elms-
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careful reexamination of the existing research on tele-
% ision and human behav ior can highlight the implica-
tions for policy-making of future support for further
research in this field.

It would be desirable, not as a direct goal for re-
search but as a means of facilitating the translation of
knowledge Ivo action, to encourage the inclusion of
social scientists un the staffs of regulator) bodies and
other government entities concerned with tele% ision
policy to serve as translators, communicators, and
stimulators of research.

3. Some unique attributes of television and their
implications for policy-related research. Tele% iion is in
universal ,use in the United States. As a result, comen-,
tional befute-and-after studies are no longer possible,
although some limited aspects of before-and-after
studie-s4may be dune in a controlled en% ironment.

Television viewing is now a pervasive activity from

early, childhood through old age. Thus, the impOrtantI
phenomenon to, study is the total pattern of %inking
rather than certain programs or certain content.

Television is used unselectively by the viewer and
often has anunselectie audience in individual homes.
Thi4cotnplicates measurement of the effects of viewing
and makes it difficult for broadcasters to program,for,a
specific audience. This is a particularly important point
because children are included in many audiences be-
sides those for programs intended for children.

Measurement of effects is further complicated be-
dause-there is not necessarily'a "semantic equivalence':
between the labeling of behavior on television and the:
behavior of the viewer. Thus, violence on television
dues not simply translate in\to aggression by the viewer.
Other consequences may 'nclude "fear" as a conse-
quence of seeing someone ictimized on the screen,
rather than aggression as a con equence of seeing some-
one behave violently.

III. Research To Guide the Non-Regulatory Sector
Gerald S. Lesser, Leader

We started by trying to identify some premises that we
could agree upon concerning the role of research
children and youth and television. Our ,first p Ise

was that at some point we would need to do .mething
that has not yet been dune dearlyname , to define
our long-range goals for young people, and further, to
specify the principles and values behind ou'r. choice of
titese goals.

We realized that this w as beyond the scope o w hat
we could\achioe during a conference, but we uld
like to offer some examples of the kinds of goals we
have in mind. One is increasing children's awareness
of self and others. Another is increasing their ability
to make. rational chuit.es and selections. A third is en-

ford, 'N.Y.: Pergamon Press, .1973; L. Bogart. "Warning, The
Surgeon General Has Dete.rmined That TV Violence Is Mod-
erately Dangerous To Your Child's Mental Health." Public
Opinion Quarterly, 1972, 36, 491-521; and G. Comstock, Tele-

vision Violence: Where The Surgeon General's Study Leads.
Santa Monica; Calif.. The Rand Corporation, 1972, P-4831.

. .arging their capacity to empathize w ith people dif-
ferent from themselves. A fo rtli is enhancing their
cognitive skills. And there are any others. Suffice it
to say here that we want to mar for the future the
importance of clearly defining long-term goats in doing
research on children and television.

Our second premise was that, although we acknowl-
edged the need to know more about televOon's damag-
ing effects on children and 'families and how these
effects could be controlled, we Wanted to emphasize
the coiktructie uses of television as well and to suggest
v.ays 4hich they could be promoted and enhanced.

Our third, premise was that we would need to dis-
cuss many different ,levels of research and analysis if

e wished to encompass, the topic of television and
childicen, ranging from some very broad questions to
quite rific ones.

Broa speaking, we wanted re arch that would
capture n.ith, if not all, of the e that surrounclgtach
childthe family, commun'ty, friends, school, and
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other influences, so that the child's experiences with
the television medium itself might appear in proper
perspective as one element in a complex mix that may
either increase or diminish the influence of telev_isio'n.

More specifically, we wanted research on particular
program elements, such as their styles, techniques, and
content, and un particular program outcomes, such as
appeal. attention, comprehension, attitudes, emotipnal
der eTopment,.and social behavior, and on the complex
conneLions.between program elements and _their out-
comes.

Priorities for Future Research ,
In setting priorities for research that would be broad
enough to place exposure to television within the
child's real life of f riends,'school: community,
and other influences, we started with these assump-
tions:

What children actually get from television may. be
very different from what the pruducersintended.

There are major differences amog children in
their response to television, depending upon their
family background, personality characteristics, age,
race, social class, six, peer influence, and ,amount of
television viewing. All these differences will, of course,
require the analysis of complex intaactions:

I. We began by specifying, quite broadly.. hat would
identify the role of television in children's lives more
clearly. Among the topics that we consider to be of high
priority, although we "did not rank the?il in order of
prt6rity, are:

A. What shows do children actually watch? Why
du they ;house them? What is the appeal of different
programs, including "adult" programs? How does the
viewing of Anierican children compare with that of
children in other countries, especially in countries
ictiown to have programs different from ours?

B.. What.are .the distinctive characteristics of tele-
vision as a socializing agent, as compared with other
forces that shape children's outlook, taste, and be-

liavior?
C. What liaPpens when television messages rein-

force, contradict? or bear no relation to messages from
other sources, such as parents, schools, and,peers?

28 D. HOW- does the family enhance or diminish the

04 a -
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impact of television on children?
E. How dO children of different ages draw on tele-

vision conteni for their view of the w orlid how do
they distinguish between teler ision fantasy and reality?

F. The value of longitudinal studies was stressed,
including one clinical, . psychoanalytically-oriented.
study of children in families where there is limited tele-
ision v iew ing and in families where there is a great

deal of television viewing. Are there differences be-
tween families with very different program prefer-
ences?

G. To what extent can .intervention by family,
school, peers, or others reinforce prosocial messages or
mitigate antisocial influences of television program-
ming? For example, aan schools 'strengthen prosocial
messages by providing opportunities for implementing
those mes-sages?

II. We then turned toTesearch on specific program ele-
ments and their outcomes. We included not only those

Ograms specifically. designed for children but also
those not designed for them but which they watch any-
way. (We know that about 85 percent of what children
view is not,designed for them.)

In looking for connections between program charac-
teristics and program outcomesUe think that research
will need to cover a lot of ground. Two major areas
are stylistic features and thematic components.

A. Program characteristics we believe should be
given attention include stylistic features such as:

Pace
-The use of humor

Action and violence
.

The length of ideas or integrated segments Within .
a program

Various auditory techniques
Special visual effects, such as zoom-ins, and quiCk-

cuts
B. Program characteristics we believe should be

given attention include such thematic components as
Portrayals of particular social behavior, such as

altruism, nonviolent forms of conflict resolution, seeing
another persoWs point of view, etc.

- Portrayals of self-regulatory and self.governing be-
havior, such as persistence, and choosing amongyvays
of behaving.



Pcirtrayals of affeetiv expressions, such as demon-
strations of warmth and affection. kindness, and com-
passion. and of reactions of fear and how to cope with
it.

The degree of diversity in rules assigned to women
and minorities.

III. In looking fur the effects upon children of pro-
grams with different style and content characteristics,
we bchese that some of the areas w here more know l-
edge would be helpful in improv Ong television include
effects on:

Appeal and attention
Comprehension
Cognitive skills
Attitudes
Emotional development
Social behavior
Each of the workshop members had somewhat dif-

ferent priorities for which programeharaetdistics.and
outcomes should be studied. Some stressed the effects
of rule-stereotyping, racism, and sexism. Others were
more interested in program characteristics that would
most effectively reach minority children in particular.
Still others were interested in program styles and con-
tent that increase appeal and attention, those that
change: attitudes in children, or those that stress self.
identity.

Research directed to understanding connections be-
tween program eharaeteiisties and they outcomes may
seem simple in concept. The research itself will not -be
simple. fitiv, can we measure all these program features
and possible outcomes:' How are the outcome measures
interrelated? Are certain outcomes gained.only at the
expense of others? How, du the eonneNons between
program characteristics and outcomes change over
time, as children become more accustomed to watching
partictffar programs? Do different program features,
such as the pace of the program or the display of _par-
ticular emotions, have different effects on different
ehildren? If this research is necessarily complex,,.itis.
also 'essential, if we are ever to understand hoW to
improve the quality of the programs children watch.

R . We also deliberated on the research methodology
and organizational arrangements that v.uuld help the

research get done and get used.
One methodological recommendation that is obvi-

ous. but that needs repeating, is the importance of long-
range, longitudinal studies that we all know are so
badly' laeking. Anothei- is the need to develop valid
measures of appeal and attention, comprehension, atti-
tudes, and behavior change, and then to make sure that
researeheis know about and share these methods as
they are refined. Cross-cultural studies are also badly
needed to ensure that the relations that we might find
are not specific to the particular content of television
in this country. Our search needs to be for generaliz-
able propositions: different broadcasting systems as
well as different cultural expectations provide a useful
testing ground. We emphasized in this connection the
validity of Kurt Lewin's famous statement that "noth-
ing is as practical as a good theory" and would urge
foundations to fund appropriate, theoretically oriented
research.

On organizational arrangements, we stressed the
need to train both researchers and producers to work
together instead of regarding each other as natural
enemies. Establishing training centers where social
scientists and producers study together is one possible
means to this end.

We would also encourage foundations to find some
means of fostering collaborative activity among re-
searchers so that research may become less piecemeal
and more cumulative. In recommending that founda-
tions take this sort of initiative, we do not believe that
such mechanism need intrude on the individual
researcher's independence, nor need it restrain
researchers from developing new methodologies. liow-
ever, such a mechanism would keep us from producing
only isolated fragments of research and prevent us from
the continual reinvention of the wheel.

Concluslon
To sum up, our workiliop discussed research that we
believe could make a difference. How to get such re-
search to make that difference must go beyond making
sure that the researchdspropey done.

We will also have to take steps to see that the re-
search is actually employed to improve children's
pruegrams. We wilt need to influence the environment
in w hieh the prugramMing and research are received. 29
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We will need to influence the opinions bf parents and
teachers, talented produi_ers and w-riters. t most of
NA hum now avoid children's tele ision like the plague) ,
and the broadt.asters.and ad.:rtiscr's who LICitic
shows are aired. Nk may also need to influence the

regulatory bodies.
Nkt: did not choose to list odr re-,<iirdi proposals

ao_ording w priority. We suggest that one way to-
. ,A,./ose among them would be to identify where change
is most aixessible and likely to occur.

IV. Research to Guide the NonrRegulatory Sector
Keith Mielke,leader

Our workshop participants had de eloped a variety of
research suggestions prior to the conference, and more
were deg duped during the workshop session. Con-
siderable effort as denoted to the organization of these
suggestions into coherent themes or categories to which
priorities might be assigned.

The first attempt to classify the recommendations
wa_ according to target groups that have special in-
forma on needs and interests, and that can use the
findings f research to guide their decision making. The
major gro sL were identified as:

Broadcasting industry deeisionmakers
Those who creak: and produce the` programs that

make up the t.atalogue from which broackasters select.
Those who deride, from the a aifable programs in
at catalogue. what will be broadcast and when.
Those who are responsible for television commer-

sittLi
All thro. thi_sc groups wuld use researiii to guide

their decisions.

Educators -

Formal educators, such as teachers.
Informal educators. such as parents.
BOth group need to know more about the effect of

the media on young people and, in particular, need to
knew what action, if any, is called for on their part.

InterventiOn-oriented entities
Government agencies, which fund research and

intervene in the lives of citizens in what they intend to
be beneficial ways.

Private foundations, which do much the same.
Citizen action groups, which must choose among

30 possible tactics and -- topics to achieve their ends.

These three groups hae information needs and in-
terests that research can help meet.

The discussion 'was useful in clarifying the research
issues, but concentrating on these, target groups was
abandoned as 4r.1 organizational scheme as it became
apparent that most of the proposed research was rele-.
vant to more than one oT these groups.

Instead, we identified problem areas to which we
believe those who support research should be regpon-
sive. The scheme finally decjded upon was based on
research priorities submitted in writing by each par-
ticipant near the end"of the session. The report of this
work'shop is thus organized by br6ad program areas
and in _approximate order of perceived Driprity, with
more specifiCresearch needs suggeSted within areas.

Prio-rities for Future Research
I. Research to establish baseline, normative, descrip-
tive data on the viewing experience of young people,
including their response to television and what they
view.

A. A national child-oriented audience survey. A
large survey, similar in scope to previous national audi-
ence surveys conducted by -gr-rer a 4ower, is rec-
ommended.* It should inclu interviews of both -

parents and children. It is 'suggested that methodolog-
ical research be conducted on ways w interview chil-
dren of various ages befote such a survey is undertakep.
A large probability sample could be subdivided into
several demographic subgroups, with such classifica-.

N

'See G. A.4*Steiner, The People Look at Television. New York:
Knopf, 1963, find R. T. Ihaer, Teleinsion and the Public. New
York: Holt. Rinehart and Winston, 1973.
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tions Bening as independent vanables. Minority, socio-
economic status, geographic, and other groups of
special interest should be uversampled as necessary to
provide adequat umbers fur thorough analysis. De-
pendent N an a b les for . u vey should be responsive
to the following kind! of questions, which are meant
to be illustrative but not exhaustive.

-How do parents seethe functions of television for
their children? ,-

!-How do children pe tr_i...ite the functions of Tele-
vision for themselves?

-What characterizes the light and heavyNjewer?
-How do parents and children perceive advertising

_and the impact of advertising on childrc-n? ,

-Whocontrols access to the television set, or sets, in
the home?

-What viewing rules, 'if any, are employed, and
why?

-What programs are viewed by the children?
-What is the relationship between the child's per-

sonality characteristics and his or her view ing patterns?
-How is the child's leisure time allocated among

various activities, including television watching?
-To what extent do parents regulate and/or partic-

ipate in their children's television viewing?
-What are the children's and parents' estimates of

beneficial and harmful effects of watching television?

\t-How
dothildren perceive parents as controllers of

keir
television watching?

-What is the relationship between types and amount
of television view ing and children's performance in
school?

B. Corent analyses of television prograrryning most
_viewed by children,,The consensus was that analyses

.__ were useful, they should be dune on a continuing basis,
and they should cover topics of policy relevance. In
-addition to violence, such topics should include por-
trayals of sex-roles and fecupations, ethnic representa-
tions, modes of conflict resolution, prosocial models,
and erotica. These content analyses should cover pro-
grains viewed heavily by children, whether or not the
programs were designed especially for them.

_ The utility of these content analyses will be en-
hanced when related to other data, such as would be
provided in the national survey described earlier. This
would allow, for example, a comparison betWeen tele-

vision content as measured by adults and as perceived
by. young persons.

We retognize that many of these questions are at
least partially answered within the existing scientific
literature. However, there is no large-scale national
body of data that provides a complete or compelling
picture of what living with television means to the
American child. We believe such an assemblage of data
could be an important spur to action, both because
of the information the data would provide and because
of the heightened public awareness such an undertak-
ing would create.

II. Research to assist in the development and adoption
of public school curricula providing instruction about
the mass media.

We concluded thai there was an important need for
widened and improved instruction abouLthe mass
megaa in the public schools. We decided that literacy
of yo ng persons in regard to the mass media is the
proper concern for educational institutions analogous
to their concern about language literacy. We also con-
cluded that there was a major role for research in
developing and introducing mass media instruction
into the curriculum, in training teachers to teach it
well, and in evaluating its effectiveness.

A. Content development. Basic research is needed
to develop the content for a media literacy curriculum.
The curriculum: °ilk! include such subjects as pro-
duLtion conventio s, analysis of media 'appeals, the

, character and role.of nonverbal cues, overview of the
history and structure 'of e broadcasting industry, the
economic basis for televis n,, analysis of typical for-
mats for entertainment progr mming, major concerns
about negative effects of progiamming, analysiS of the

,values -portrayed in television content, standards for
criticism of television content, and, if possible, some
direct experience with television equipment. Just as
speaking and writing are useful to the skill of reading,
so, I t is believed, producing messages will be helpful__-.-in attaining media literacy. _

B. Adoption and diffusion strategies. Various forms
of marketing research should be employed to determine '

optimal means of achievinkdoption Of media literacy
programs in the schools. .

C. Teacher training. In view of a considerable gap
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between teachers and pupils in their approaches to tele-
vision, it Is recommended that research be undertaken
to improve the training of teachers in media instruc-
non. The training should be available to future teachers
;n schools of education, and should also be available
as in-service training, fur current teachers.

D. Evaluation. Exposure to a media literacy cur-
riculum should be evaluated by empirical research to
measure changes in the type, amount, or sophistication
of children's telex isiun viewing.

111. Research to develop principles .progrpm de-
velopment for children and to assess effects of various
programming practices.

A. Program development research. The -purpose
would be to develop principles useful in creating pro-
grams that are attractive to children and that also
enlarge their social understanding and emotional sensi-
tivit;,,i,ncrease their self understanding, and help de-
velop thC;1 esthetic sensibilities. Illustrative research
questions wou

What are the production cues used by children to
\cparate fantasy from reality?

By what criteria do chilaseen believe or disbelieve
television content?

What programming elements appeal to children? ,
What incidental learning takes place and how can

it be increased, if desirable, or countered if undesir-
able?

How can audio and video-4annels complement
each other to increase powers of observation?

What is an optimum mix of entertainment and in-
struction?

Is it possible to "im,Lulate .7 children against effects
of violent programming via other types of program-
ming?

To what-extent, if any, does' type of visual presen-
tation affect ways of thinking?

Do children perceive a "contract" with the 'tele-
vision producer? That is, can they infer producer as-
sumptions about them, and have they assumptions
about the producer? What do childrL perceive as
condescending?

Can children vicariously experience sluchlhjngs as
potential occupational ruips via television?

3z Can television cultivate "good taste?"

What programming strategies will best Serve to en-
courage active physical and/or mental participation by

the chile'
B. Experim'ental ,assessment of variations in pro-

gramming practices. Although time limitations Pre-
cluded extended discussion of feasible methodologies
and designs for most of our research recommendations,
it was felt that field experiments, possibly utilizing split
cable arrangements, would be helpful in assessing the
effects of various programming alternatives. These in=`.
elude, for example:

Effects of prosocial "commercial" spot announce-
ments.

Effects of varying rates of commercial interrup-
tions in entertainment and news programming.

Manipulation of programming alternatives avail-
able at various times of day. For example, would chil-
dren view a children's program at 8 p.m. or 9 p,m. if
such programming were available?

"Pretesting" effects of proposed or possible regula-
tory options before they are adopted officially. For ex-
ample, what would be the effect,of various pre-program
ratings for parental guidance to children's programs?

Testing of pilot programs.
Effects of disclaimers in advertising.
-Effects of various types of advertising techniques

on attitude formation and consumer behavior.
C. Reanalysis of ratings data. The rationale here is

based on the probability that, in various local markets
across the country, "naturalistic experiments" have oc-
curred. For example:

Market 1: Program A, being -aired against competi-
tion X;

Market 2: Program A being aired against cOmpeti-
tion Y.
interest was also expressed in analyzing what demo-
graphic shifts, if any, have resulted from the "family
viewing" hour, which also implies a reference to previ-
ous ratings data. To the eXte.nt that meaningful research
questions can be addressed to such "natul" variations
across markets or across time within markets, a reanal-

ysis of ratings data should prove useful.

IV. Other issues. Entries here were judged important
and .worthy of funding by one or iitare workshop par-
ticipants, but were not judged collectivelys be of high
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priority compared to the other research issues con-
sideredz

A. Evaluation of the adequacy or inadequacy of
current methods of ascertainment--the repeated as-
sessment of community needs that the Federal Commu-
nications Commission requires commercial and public
broadcasters to make regularlyin terms of sensitivity
to the 'special needs of young persons. One goal would
be the development of improved techniques for assess-
ing these needs.

B. Analysis of possible alternatives to the pros
economic and soc icAogical structure of the broadcast-
ing industry. which might result in programming of
greater diversity and aesthetic originality. This might
include the cumparatne analysis of the apparent effects
on programmrng of the quite different economic and
sociological patterns found today in different societies.

C. Development of various multi-dimensional forms
of evaluative "rating" or "grading>of children's pro-
grams for parental guidance.

D. Analysis of decision make recesses in broad-
casting organizations, with a view to entifying points
most susceptible to influence an change as a result of
research evidence releNanucLent--effects of children's
programming.

E. Methodological research to develop improved
techniques, which could be used in varied kinds °re-
search.' for the study of young .pei-sons' thought and
behaN ior w ith respect to telel, ision. Two suggesed foci
were the development of improved techniq for in-
ter\ iew ing children., and better techniques to ro sure
affective responses.

F. Reseaich to ascertain thg extent, if any, to which
exposure to 'teles, ision has affected performance on IQ
measures, with special attention effects on nonverbal
aptitudes and on language aptitudes.

G. Exploration of effects of telel, ision exposure on
very young children. Parents sometimes place babies in
cribs near an operating telel, ision set for extended
periods of time. The suggestion is to attempt to assess,
short-term and long-term effects of this very early ex-
posure to television.

Conclusion
Our workshop did not always proceed in the step-by-
step order suggested by this summary. It cannot do ,
justice to the nuances of an extended deliberation by
people from varied backgrounds. We simply hope that
others will consider the effort as productive and useful
as we considered it challenging.

V. Research to Increase Scientific Knowledge
Alberta Siegel, Leader

Fundamental knowledge about children and youth and
the communications media may arise from several
fields of imestigation. These include social psychology,
economics, anthropology, developmental psychology,
political science, sociology, neurophysiology and brain
science, linguistics, educational psychology, psychiatry;
and journalism and communications.ttese
fields. bask scientific invstigatiun must continue to be
igurously supported both by federal patrjns, such as

the National Institutes of Health, National Science
Foundation, Office of Child Development, National
Institute of Mental Health, and by private foundations.
There is nothing so practical as a good theory, and good
theories are both the inspiration and the result of sound

empirical research.
"Media research" hassuffered from parochialism

and no-entrism. We recommend vigorous efforts to
internationalize this research, and to gain the benefits
of cross-national and cross-cultural comparisons.

Priorities for Future Research
We discussed numerous questions and issues that re-
search mould address. We believe that whatever the
topic under investigation, excellence should be ,the
criterion in the support of research, and that ,peer re-
view is a mechanism to assure excellence.

We identified a number of topics that we agreed
merit high pTiority. However, we did not rank them in 33
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order of priority because there was no unanimity about
which topics would yield the greatest scientific payoffs.
Our priorities. then, are these:

I. The social setting. We hope that television and its
impact w ill be studied in a w ide social context. Tele-
Igiun needs to be studied in relation to other media of
communication and in relation to other social institu-
tions. The social organization of communications
media deserves special attention, as do the economics
of the media. Cross-national comparisons w ill be in-
formative here

I I. Developmental differences and the media. We as-
%sign a high priority to studies of children's develop-
ment and hum, a child's developmental level affects his
or her tk: of media materials. What cognitive maps arc
leaTned rrom, media materials? HO%k are role expecta-
tions shaped by media content? How does the very
young child derive meanings from his sensory and
perceptual experiences? Is information processed dif-
ferently by the adolescent than by the elementary
school-age child? How does the child learn about pub-
lic affairs from the media? How are his political and
social beliefs influenced? Television is an educator,
and %Se need to study its Lurriculum and organization.
Such study may eventually lead to integration of
know ledge from brain research, but right now the most
fruitful leads Lome from developmental psychology as
influenced by Piaget. We Lail attention here to the
pron

.
'rig work of Collins, Leifer, and Roberts on

Lognitiv e velupment, and to Singer's work on young
c,hildr fantasies and play,*

We expect that short-term longitudinal studies and

'For example. s-- W. A Collins. T. J Berndt. and V. L Hess.
"Observational Learning Of Motives and Consoquences For
Television Aggression: A Developmental Study."Child Develop.
merit. 1974. 45,. 799802; A. D. Leifer, S. B. Graves, and N. J.
Gurdun. W hen Peuple Think Telodsiun Is A Window On
Their W urld. Paper presented at the meeting of the American
Edueatiunal Researeh .%ssoeiatiun, Washington, D. C., 'April
1975., D. FNieberts. "Communication and Children: A Del,el-
otimental Approach." in I. de Sola Pool and %V. Schramm (Eds.)
Handbook of Communication. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1973,

pp. 174.215; and I. L. Singer. The Child's World of Make
believe. j.xperunental Studies of Imaginative Play. New York:

34 Academic Press. 1973.
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naturalistic observations vv ill be the central methods in
this research, along with laboratory experiments.

Ill. Structural features of television as a medium. We
also assign a high priority to studies of television and
its effects in w hich the focus is on the structural fea-
tures of telev ision rather than its programming content.
We are thinking here of matters like pacing, tempo,
continuities and cfiscOntinuities, interruptions, formats,
style. We are also thinking-of issues like addiction to
telev ision, speLtatoritis, habits of passiv ity and looking
on, detachment and indifference, As well, we believe
we need investigations of the child's discrimination
buy. eLn fantasy and reality w hen he or she is viewing
television. Further, we need to study the audio and
% isual components. Does the % ideo dominate the
audio? Does the audio dominate the video? How are
these two sensory inputs integrated, interpreted, and
stored.?

The methods here would include experiments and
naturalistic observation. Cross-cultural studies are

needed kk ith this topic as well as the others we are
flagging.

. The family and television. Our other priority is for
studies of television as a family member. How is family
interacting affected hy television?. What role does tele-
% ision play in faTillly dynamics? Does television inhibit
family conversation or provide topics to enhance it? Is
television used as a baby sitter? Do people attend to
television in order to avoid or inhibit conflict, hostility,
and arguments in the family? The family has been seen
as the basic social unit. Is television suppdrting or
weakening that unit? Do neighbors visit and interact
more now than when television was not available?
These questions have implications for the availability
of supports to the beleaguered nuclear family.

Clearly, naturalistic observation in the home will be
the method of study here. We greatly doubt the useful-
ness of self-report interviews and questionnaires in the
study of family functioning in the home. We need di-
rect observation of family life in the television era.

V. Ways to improve quality and impact of research. It
is easier for research workers to agree on the ways to
foster excellence in research than on specific topics of



research likely to have payoffs. There arc several kinds
of institutions that we decided could be supported and
fostered in order to advance research on young people
and the media.

A. The research university. The bask organization
is the research university. V about our great national
centers of research and graduate education, some pri-
vate an() some public.. seieuce would flounder in the
United States. We anticipate that most of the good re-
search un this topic. as un others, will continue to be
dune at universities by professors and their students.
We recognize also the contributions of such nonuniver-
sity centers and institutes as The Rand Corporation.

B. Direct support for research..We believe that the
amount of research could be expanded and its quality
upgraded by several techniques:

Dissertation research support grants of the kind al-
ready available through the National Science Found*
tion. but specially targeted for this topic.

Annual awards for outstanding research on this
topic. whether by graduate students or established in-
vestigators.

Employment of the process of peer rev iew in the
evaluation of eumpeting proposals for research funds.
The National Institutes of Health and the National
Institute of Mental Health have developed model sys-
tems of peer ievicW,condueted in face -to -face meetings
of standing eummittees made up of respected scholars.,

Support of small-group meetings of active research
workers to facilitate exchange of ideas and collabora-
tions un topics of shared interest. These' meetings
would usually be at a university, at the laboratory of
one of the group members. Such meetings might
catalyze eullaburations well as closer interaction,
and might lead to sharing of research techniques and
replication of findings. The Society for'Researeh on
Child Development has experimented with this format
over the past year, and its experience could be useful
in settfrig up these interdisciplinary sit-Ian-group con-
ferences of research workers.

C. CommuniCation of research findings. We are con-
cerned about achieving rapid communication of re-
search findings ,among workers in several diverse dis-
ciplines. The annual meetings and.the scholarly jour-
nals of the,various disciplines are bask ult scholarly
eummunieation, but not sufficient for transmission
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..cross disciplinary boundaries. Therefore, we propose
the following new methods:

An existing journal should publish a special issue
periodically, this issue to be devoted to reporting cur-
rent research on television and social behavior. Funds
could be offered to underwrite the distribution of this
issue to all interested in its topic who might not be sub-
.
scribers. if the journal editor wishes to appoint a guest
editor for this issue, funding ;night be needed for that
editorship as well. An alter=native to this proposal
would be the establishment of a new annual review
publication.

An annual meeting should be called at which re-
sedrchr.s_from the various disciplines would
present and discuss their findings concerning television
and social behavior. We would urge that this be an
international meeting and that interested foundation
and government officials be invited as well as scholars
currently active in the field.

An abstracting service is needed to continue an to

institutionalize the useful communications dev"--e that
Dr. Comstock has launched. We would hope that this
service would be strongly international in its coverage.

D. Central facilities. We discussed the possibility
that certain central facilitiht be put at the dis-
posal of research workers on various university
campuses, in order to avoid woteful and expensive
duplication of facilities: For exarii`ple,, we discussed
the possible usefulness of central archives of video
materials. From our discUssion, it was not evident that
such a faility would be worth what it would cost.

We agreed that it would be most useful to have a
production center to which a research worker could go_
for the production of professional quality video ma-
terials to his or her specification. Currently som
search workers must rely on the amateur theatrical
groups on their local campuses. We can envision a pos-
sible liaison between the facility we propose and the

,production efforts of the National Endowment for the
Arts and the National Endowment for the Humanities.

Conclusion
We are also - concerned about the, interface between
scholarly research and the making of public policy. We
can envision certain mechanisms that would enhance
the extensiveness and frankness of communication be- 35



tween research workers in this field ajfd those con:
cerned with policy analysis.

For example, before new research findings get into
the`publi, reLord

:
in hearings by Congressional com-

mittees ur regulato agencies, it would -be helpful to
have infurmal disc tuns between the social scientists
and thel3olicymakc : An organizatiu ee4d that
can arrange and sponsor such meeting in a timely way.
ThL Aspen Institute Program on Communications and
Society has been meeting this need.

We also need td learn from experience, Many cf us
have the impression that mistakes get replayed inUis
field. .Cask studies of major efforts in research and

policymaking can help us to learn. We recommend
that resources' be made available for such case studies.
The Cater-Strickland report was a model.*

Finally, we discussed the need for an extra-govern-
mental task force on communications to_play an ad-

isory role. Such a group would be interdisciplinary
and could be helpful in setting priorities for research
and in policy analysis. We reached no consensus on this
matter, but we thin it should be given further discus-
sion.

See D. Cater an S, -Strickland, TV Violence And The Child;
The Evolution And Fate Of The Surgeon General's Report. New
York: Rpssell Sage Four)dation, 1975.
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